
 

Preparing for the classroom of the future in South Africa

Oxford University Press recently held four digital launch events to engage schools with their OUPSA digital product offering
and establish OUPSA as a thought leader in education technology and the future of learning.

The programme of events was to engage with educators and government officials, and to showcase their developments in
digital.

Over 400 teachers, principals, ICT specialists and government officials attended these events that were held in the four key
provinces:

The programme included topical EduTech concerns that South African schools and teachers are currently grappling with,
including:

Nurturing Curiosity & Creativity in Learning through AI
Coding & Robotics: A Skill of the Future
Using Blended Learning Techniques in the Classroom, and
Teaching Reading to the Digital Generation

Their guest speakers included prominent South African EduTech consultants, as well as a few key partners, who are
experts in their field.
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Oxford University Press were also joined by Nkisane Hlapolosa, Strategic Partner from MTN, a company that has helped
Oxford to increase their reach to new audiences via a mobile subscription service.

Showcasing their digital developments

Teachers were shown a demo of Oxford Reading Buddy and had the chance to explore Oxford EduZone Complete — an
all-in-one learning and teaching solution providing all the content learners need. Their partners at Resolute Education, also
showcased their joint Coding and Robotics offering, which launched in August 2023.

https://resourcehub.oxford.co.za/oxford-eduzone-complete/


They captured the details of all delegates who were interested in any of the products shown at the event via a digital lead
form, for our sales consultants to follow up afterwards.

The delegates also walked away with a virtual goodie bag that linked to more information on the products on display, and a
real-life goodie bag filled with more product information, a beautiful wellness journal and a travel mug.

See more on their Instagram stories:
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17895869381796882/

Media queries:
Jarita Raga, Marketing Specialist

moc.puo@agar.atiraJ

Website: www.oxford.co.za

New reading platform makes reading in Afrikaans fun for school kids 28 May 2024
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SA schools could win small libraries 15 Mar 2024

The dangers of neglecting textbook investment and how Oxford University Press offers a lifeline 16 Nov 2023

Oxford University Press and Resolute Education: A partnership to empower the next generation 19 Oct 2023

Oxford University Press

Oxford University Press advances knowledge and learning in South Africa and across the world. They
produce educational material and support for Grade R to 12, TVET, higher education and home learning in
a variety of South African languages, and they aim to make their content available to their customers in
whichever format suits them best, whether print or digital.
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